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the downloaded files are sorted by model name in the model's folder. if you find a file that you want to download, just double-click on the file to open it. you should see a window come up that says "file". if you see the "file" option in the menu, you can also open a window and

drag files from the folder to the file menu to load them. the models are sorted by the name of the folder in which they are located, the name of the file, and the ".gta" suffix. some folders have many files with the same name, but do not all have the same extensions. for
example, a folder containing a single file that ends in ".gta" is not a file. however, you can double-click on these to get a window that says "file". if you see the "file" option in the menu, you can also open a window and drag files from the folder to the file menu to load them.
the model files can be used with the modeller application. however, the.gta files have a few more options that the model files do not have. (see the gta vice city polygonal models article). if you have a model file that you want to be used with the gmod modeller, you should

copy it into the models folder in gmod. when you load the gmod model editor, you should see a window that says "file" and then "load". if you see the "file" option in the menu, you can also open a window and drag files from the folder to the file menu to load them. note that
the files do not always work, and some models are not perfect. most of the files have textures applied to them, but the textures may not be the same for all of the files. some files that are supposed to be flat have been converted to a polygonal model.
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The game takes place in a dystopian future. The country's co-founder, Michael De Santa,
was overthrown and replaced by the President of the United States and the main

character's home is destroyed by the army. The player then must escape from the country
while avoiding the military, kill the president, save the president's daughter from

kidnappers, and stop a bomb from being dropped on the city to destroy it. Vice City was
released the game shares its gameplay and story elements with the previous Grand Theft
Auto III game. Vice City centers around three primary locations: the harbor district, Bohan,

and the strip. The harbor district, where the game begins, is a safe-seeming residential
area, which turns out to be a hive of crime. After the player's character completes a series
of missions, the player may move to the industrial district, a red light area, to the strip, a
seedy nightclub district, or the airport, the game's conclusion. The three locations have

different protagonists and, like all Grand Theft Auto games, end with the player being able
to drive a vehicle around a city, robbing civilians and taking their money. [9] The city of

Vice City, often referred to as "Vice Town," was modeled after Miami. The game was
released in the United States on October 27, 2002 and in Europe in November 2002 and

the original release was very popular. Through the years, it has lost popularity because of
being outdated by the games that were released after the release of Vice City, and the

online gaming community had been less active. The storyline of Vice City and its
expansion, Vice City Stories, involved the return of Michael De Santa, the main character
from the original Grand Theft Auto III. Rockstar Games has also released a special edition

of GTA III on Nintendo DS called Grand Theft Auto III: The Lost and Damned, with three
new missions, ten new vehicles, and a new protagonist, known only as "John Marston".

Rockstar Games began to create a prequel story for "Grand Theft Auto IV" with the release
of "Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Stories". The story, which takes place ten years before

"GTA III", is set in 1986 in fictional Vice City and is intended to be a prequel to "GTA III".
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